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名前：                   

 

                         単語の日本語訳                辞書定義＝選択 

enrolment (n. 入学、入学者数、登録、登録者数   )     [   9  ] 

levy (n. 徴税、課徴金      )     [  14  ] 

revenue (n. 収入、歳入      )     [  17  ] 

recession (n. 不況、景気後退     )     [   1  ] 

primary education (n. 初等教育     )     [   6  ] 

pledge (vt. 誓約する、固く（公に）約束する     )     [  18  ] 

exaggerate (vt. 誇張する       )     [  11  ] 

dwindle (vi. 縮小する、次第に減少する、先細りになる   )     [   3  ] 

marginalised (adj. 主流から排斥された、周縁化された   )     [   7  ] 

ailing (adj. 不調の、経営難の、病気で弱まった   )     [  10  ] 

 

英英辞典の定義 

1. a difficult time for the economy of a country, when there is less trade and industrial activity than usual and more people are 

unemployed 

2. a public declaration of principles and intentions, often political in nature 

3. to gradually become less and less or smaller and smaller 

4. to start to use the things or people you have available in order to achieve something 

5. something that is described as such is intended to take attention away from an embarrassing or unpleasant situation 

6. the first stage of compulsory education 

7. a person or a group of people described as such is made unimportant and powerless in an unfair way 

8. an official order, such as the stopping of trade, which is taken against a country in order to make it obey international law 

9. the act or process of arranging to join a school, university, course etc 

10. experiencing difficulty and problems; weak and suffering from illness 

11. to make something seem better, larger, worse etc than it really is 

12. something that happens or exists as a result of things that happened at an earlier time 

13. a place where young children and babies are taken care of while their parents are at work 

14. an extra amount of money that has to be paid, especially as a tax to the government 

15. to trick somebody or make them believe something which is not true 

16. a reduction of the supply of money in an economy, and therefore a reduction of economic activity, which is often part of an 

intentional government plan to reduce prices 

17. the income that a government or company receives regularly 

18. to formally promise to give or do something 

19. to make somebody feel that they do not belong in a particular group 

20. the money that you make in business or by selling things, especially after paying the costs involved 


